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Adjust Waveform Intensity/ Graticule/ Transparence

You can press           → Intensity and use the knob to adjust waveform 

intensity (0% ~ 100%). To adjust graticule (0% ~ 100%) or transparency(20% 

~ 80%) ,please operate in the same way as waveform intensity.

Universal Knob

In menu operation, when the light below the knob is lit, you could turn the 

knob to select between submenus under the current menu and press it down 

to select the current submenu. In addition, it can also be used to modify 

parameters and input the filename.

     Universal Knob      Function Menus

4-channel scope

2-channel scope
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Press the button to open the cursor function. It provides manual and track cursor mode.             

Press the button to enter the display menu and quickly enabled the persist function. User can set the grid,  intensity, graticule, transparency.

Press the button to enter the utility menu to set system functions or parameters, such as IO set, sound, language. In addition, some advanced functions 

(such as Pass/Fail, Do Self Cal, install option function and Update) are also supported.

Press the button to enter the history mode. In history mode, it can record most 80000 frame waves

Press the button to enter the measurement setting menu. You could set measurement type, statistic function, all measure and gate measure. You can 

select as many as four parameters. In statistic function, the Curent value, Mean, Min, Max, Std-Dev and Count are shown on the screen.In all measure, you could 

show all the parameters of the channel you select

Press the button to enter the sample menu. You can set the acquisition mode (Normal/Peak-Detect/Average/Eres), interpolation mode (Sinx/X or linear) 

and memory depth. You could enable the XY function and sequence function.

Press the button to enter the file save and recall function menu. The storable file types includes Setups, Waveforms, Picture and CSV.

Press the button to reset the oscilloscope to its default setup. In the file save and recall function menu, user can customize the default setup.

Press it to open decode menu. Decode is a optional function.SDS1000X-E supports two serial buses including 1 and 2 for analog signal decoding. The 

protocols includes IIC, SPI, UART/RS232, CAN and LIN.

Press the button to turn off or turn on the navigate function. SDS1000X-E (4-channel scope) supports three navigate types: time, search event, history 

frame.
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User 
Interface

1. Product Logo

SIGLENT is the registered trademark of our company.

2. Channel Label/Waveform

Different channels are marked by different colors and the 
color of the waveform complies with the color of the channel.

3. Working state

Available states include Arm, Ready, Trig’d, Stop, Auto.

4. Horizontal Time Base

Represent the time of each grid on the horizontal axis of the 

screen. You could revolve           to modify the parameter 

which is variable from 1ns ~ 100s.

5. Trigger Position

Use horizontal POSITION          knob to modify the 
parameter. Turn clockwise or counterclockwise to make the 
waveform move right or left, which will respectively cause 
the Delay parameter to decrease or increase. Press down the 
knob to automatically reset the parameter to zero as well as 
make the waveform return to horizontal center of the screen.
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6. Trigger position
Display the trigger position of the waveform on the screen.

7. Frequency Counter
Display the firmware frequency of current waveform.

8. Sample Rate/Memory Depth
Display the current sample rate and memory depth of the oscilloscope. Use horizontal SCALE knob to modify the parameter.

9. Trigger Setting
Trigger Source        Display the trigger source currently selected. Different labels are displayed when different trigger source are selected and the color of the trigger 
parameter area will change accordingly.

Coupling Mode       Display coupling mode(DC/AC/ LF Reject/HF Reject) of the current trigger source

Trigger Level             Display the trigger level value of the current waveform. Press down the knob to reset the parameter to 50% of the waveform.

Trigger Type    Display the currently selected trigger type and trigger condition setting. Different labels are displayed when different trigger types are selected. For 
example:      means triggered on Slop side in edge trigger.

10. Channel Setting
Channel Coupling       Display the selected coupling mode of the current channel. All modes are: DC/AC/GND.

Voltage Scale         Represent the voltage value of each grid on the vertical axis of the screen.

BW Limit   If the current “BW Limit” is “On”, then the mark   is displayed.

Impedance     Display currently selected impedance (1MΩ) of the channel.

11. Trigger Level Position
Display position of the current channel trigger level. Pressdown the konb to reset the level to vertical center of the waveform.

12. I/O Connection  Status 
          Indicates the USB Host is connected. 

          Indicate that the WLAN port is connected.         Indicate that the WLAN port is disconnected.

          Indicates the Lan port is connected.         Indicates the Lan port is not connected.

13. Menu
Display menus of the currently selected function module. Press any menu softkey to perform corresponding setting
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Using 
Security 

Lock

If needed, you could use the security lock (please buy it yourself) to lock the instrument in a fixed location. The method: align the clock with the clock hole and plug 
it into the lock hole vertically, turn the key clockwise to lock the instrument and then pull the key out.

Security 
lock hole
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Trouble
shooting

The general failures and consequential solutions are listed below. When you find them, please deal with them in the following corresponding ways. If the problem 
proves to be unsolvable, please contact SIGLENT as soon as possible.
    
1. The screen remains dark after power on:

(1) Check if the power is correctly connected.

(2) Check if the power switch is faulted.

(3) Check whether the fuse is burned out. If the fuse needs to be changed, please contact SIGLENT as soon as possible and return the instrument to the factory to 
have it repaired by service personnel authorized by SIGLENT.

(4) Restart the instrument after completing   inspections above

(5) If it still does not work normally, please contact SIGLENT.

2. After the signal is sampled, there is no corresponding waveform displaying:

(1)Check if the probe is correctly connected to the signal connecting cord.

(2) Check if the signal connecting cord is correctly connected to BNC.

(3) Check if the probe is correctly connected to the item under test.

(4) Check if there are signal generated from the item under test.

(5) Resample the signal.

3.The voltage amplitude measured is higher or lower than the actual value (the error usually occurs in use of the probe):Check if the attenuation 
coefficient of the current channel matches with the attenuation ratio of the probe.

4.There is waveform displaying but not stable:

(1) Check the trigger source: check whether the “Source” in menu of “TRIG” is the actual operating channel.
(2) Check if the waveform is wrong: it is easy for us to regard the wrong waveform as the real when a high frequency signal is connected to the instrument. You’d 
better make sure that the current time base is correct.
(3) Check the trigger type: “Edge” trigger suits to general signal and “Video” trigger suits to video signal. Only in correct trigger type can the waveform stably 
displays.
(4) Change the setting of trigger holdoff.
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5. No display after pressing               :

Check whether the trigger Mode is “Normal” or “Single”, and if the trigger level exceeds the waveform range. If yes, set the trigger level to the middle or change the 
trigger Mode to “Auto”.

Note: press “Auto Scale” could automatically replace the above setting.

6.The waveform displays like ladder:

(1) The horizontal time base may be too low, you can increase it to improve the horizontal resolution so as to make a good waveform displaying.

(2) The lines between the sample points may also cause ladder-like displaying if the “Type” in menu of “DISPLAY” is “Vectors”. Please turn the “Type” to “Dots” to 
solve the problem. 

7.USB storage can’t be recognized:

(1) Check if the USB flash disk can work normally.
(2) Check if the USB Device Host can work normally.
(3) Make sure the USB disk being used is of flash type, the instrument does not support USB of hardware type.
(4) Restart the instrument and then insert the USB to check it.
(5) If it is still in abnormal use, please contact with SIGLENT.

Trouble
shooting
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Contact 
SIGLENT

America

SIGLENT Technologies America, Inc
6557 Cochran Rd Solon, Ohio 44139
Tel: 440-398-5800
Toll Free:877-515-5551
Fax: 440-399-1211
info@siglent.com
www.siglentamerica.com

Headquarters

SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Blog No.4 & No.5, Antongda Industrial Zone, 3rd Liuxian Road, Bao’an District, Shenzhen, 518101, China.
Tel:+ 86 755 3661 5186
Fax:+ 86 755 3359 1582
sales@siglent.com
www.siglent.com/ens

Europe

SIGLENT TECHNOLOGIES EUROPE GmbH
Liebigstrasse 2-20, Gebaeude 14, 22113 Hamburg Germany
Tel: +49(0)40-819-95946
Fax: +49(0)40-819-95947
info-eu@siglent.com
www.siglenteu.com
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